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Abstract

This Perspective article, *a cri de coeur*, argues that a modicum of medical history should be incorporated into the compulsory medical curriculum. Many medical schools have no formal teaching in the subject, and students can thus graduate without the slightest knowledge of their profession’s history. The author argues that, aside from holding intrinsic interest, a knowledge of the history of medicine can provide students with a sense of perspective and connectedness with the past, better judgment and reasoning, a healthy dose of humility, a deeper understanding of professionalism, greater emotional maturity, and a more critical approach to contemporary medicine. The author provides several concrete illustrations of the value of medical history to clinical practice. In answer to the rejoinder, “to replace what?” the author proposes “a little part of medical ethics,” and points out that both disciplines share much in common and can be usefully combined. Finally, the author address the challenges of the proposal to incorporate medical history in the curriculum, in particular the difficulty of finding suitable teachers.


In the Hunterian museum of the Royal College of Surgeons in London, an 1850 lithograph depicts a traumatized patient surrounded by three smartly dressed doctors. One of them is grasping a saw. The patient, strapped firmly to a chair and covered in bandages, has no arms or legs. The caption reads, “This is how I looked after what the doctors call heroic treatment.” (See this month’s Medicine and the Arts column, p. 1166–1167.)

Behind the dark humor lies much truth. In the pre-Listerian days of that macabre lithograph, postoperative mortality was around 40%. Even in the early part of the 20th century, nearly half of patients undergoing brain surgery died, usually from bleeding, herniation, or infection. Drugs were not much more effective than surgery. In 1860, Oliver Wendell Holmes suggested that if all medicines “could be sunk to the bottom of the sea, it would be all the better for mankind, and all the worse for the fishes.” Until fairly recently, then, going to see the doctor stood a good chance of being harmful to one’s health.4 In this context of therapeutic paucity, the dictum “above all, do no harm,” which may today seem trite, was quite an insight.

Several commentators have pointed out the value of studying and understanding medical history to clinicians and medical students.1–8 Revisiting medicine’s eventful past teaches students to be skeptical about contemporary medicine rather than accept it unreflectively, to gain a sense of perspective and continuity by broadening their intellectual horizons, to improve their judgment, reasoning, and social comprehension, and to be inspired—or rightly appalled—by historical figures, events, and practices.9 Not least, studying medical history helps students develop their curiosity and instills a spirit of inquiry that should stand them in good stead in their future roles as clinicians and researchers.

In 2007, I set up an annual course in applied clinical ethics at Imperial College London, targeted at the seemingly expanding number of clinicians wishing to deliver the opening session. Before engaging in the substantive debates in clinical ethics, such as the ethical minutiae of consent, confidentiality, and end-of-life decisions, I wanted to situate the current state of medicine and medical ethics in a broader historical context. The historian to improve their judgment, reasoning, a healthy dose of humility, a greater emotional maturity, and a more critical approach to contemporary medicine. The author provides several concrete illustrations of the value of medical history to clinical practice. In answer to the rejoinder, “to replace what?” the author proposes “a little part of medical ethics,” and points out that both disciplines share much in common and can be usefully combined. Finally, the author address the challenges of the proposal to incorporate medical history in the curriculum, in particular the difficulty of finding suitable teachers.
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However much medicine has changed over the centuries, a common thread runs through the many generations of doctors that have cared for patients, from the pre-Hippocratic healers to the modern-day superspecialists. An appreciation of this connection with the past can promote an understanding of professionalism as applied to medicine and can fill the student’s heart with a sense of pride and responsibility. Thus, a knowledge of medical history, I propose, is also conducive to greater emotional maturity. Furthermore, as Duffin writes, “history provides a strong antidote to the arrogance that tracks medical life like an occupational hazard.” In Chlo in the Clinic (Chlo is the muse of history in Greek mythology), Duffin has assembled dozens of essays, written by clinicians—historians, on how knowledge of medical history can inform clinical practice, from aiding diagnosis to providing struggling physicians with comfort, courage, and inspiration from the experiences of their predecessors.

In one of the essays, the surgeon Sherwin Nuland describes the thrill of a most unusual operation: a 19-year-old patient had a perforated diaphragm, in which a trapped section of colon became gangrenous and created an opening for the bowel contents to leak into the chest. Although he had been splattered with feces from the thoracic wall incision, Nuland looked forward to the “glorious moment” when he could recount his unique case at the surgical grand rounds. A few hours before the meeting, he met his erudite chief and proceeded to tell him with unbounded enthusiasm the circumstances of the case. “I have never forgotten his exact words,” writes Nuland: “I suppose you think you’re the first surgeon who’s ever seen such a thing,’ he [the chief] said quietly.” The chief took his protégé to his office, opened a dusty volume by the 16th-century surgeon Ambroise Paré, and read out an exact description of the case. Nuland concludes, “Until that moment, I had never previously found it [medical history] to have any connection with my clinical work. Medical history was no longer merely a pleasurable accompaniment to surgery; it was intertwined inextricably within it, and within me.”

For all the reasons above, at least a modicum of medical history should form part of the compulsory professional and personal development curriculum theme in medical schools.

As the current medical curriculum is full to the brim, a proposal to include new material should be accompanied by a suggestion to remove old material. I propose reducing the number of medical ethics sessions, although I appreciate that in some institutions bioethics may fare as poorly as medical history. This proposal is not as drastic as it sounds, for I have suggested that medical history can contain a strong ethical flavor. My own interest in medical ethics sprung from the formal study of medical history. I wanted tools to assess the moral rightness or wrongness of past practices. Medical history can fulfill a similar function as medical ethics, encouraging students and clinicians to develop the right sensitivities toward themselves, their profession, and their patients. Both disciplines prompt reflection, and indeed it is quite possible for both subjects to be combined, each complementing the other. The real challenge is finding suitably qualified and inspiring staff to teach medical history (and the challenge is all the more arduous if adopting the combined history/ethics approach). Clinicians and ethicists with a knowledge and interest in medical history would be ideal, although such creatures are likely to be rare. Professional medical historians, including postgraduate students, would also be appropriate.

In the present climate, so-called peripheral subjects are amputated in favor of core areas. The limbless patient in the lithograph can represent the contemporary medical curriculum. In some medical schools, this has resulted in the total excision of medical history. So, although the subject forms part of the compulsory curriculum at the University of Liverpool’s medical school, for example, it is absent from the core curriculum in various London medical schools. Medical students can graduate without the first clue about their discipline’s history. It is high time to revive the history of medicine. Unlike the appendages of the unfortunate patient in the lithograph, this limb can be saved with scant risk of harm and considerable benefits.
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Teaching and Learning Moments

Adverse Events: Learning the Science Behind the Art

My stomach turned when I answered my pager. As a fourth-year medical student in general medicine, I felt I could handle most situations, but this one caught me off guard. It was about a patient I had just discharged, and read “new admission: probable drug reaction, rule out Stevens Johnson.”

Instantly the culprit medication came to mind – Bactrim. During her last admission, I had diagnosed Ms. SR with a urinary tract infection (UTI) despite the absence of symptoms and decided to treat her for concerns of loss to follow-up. Reviewing her record now, I was shocked to learn that Ms. SR had a documented allergy to sulfa drugs. Somehow a week earlier, I had missed it.

After interviewing Ms. SR, I concluded her story fit perfectly with a drug reaction, though she repeatedly denied any drug allergies. The realization that my error had led to her suffering made me feel guilty, ashamed, incompetent, and frankly, physically sick. Through the rush of emotions, I recalled a course in patient safety I took during my second year of medical school. Errors do not result from the failure of one person or one system; instead, they result from multiple failures in multiple systems. To best address an adverse event, I had to first try to understand it.

While I initially could not move past my own mistakes, I eventually pieced together the adverse event step by step. First, Ms. SR denied having any drug allergies despite having a history of a drug reaction. Second, her electronic medical record was incomplete. The allergies section of her chart was empty, despite multiple discharge summaries that documented allergies to sulfa. Third, I did not review her record as thoroughly as I should have and failed to practice evidence-based medicine by treating an asymptomatic UTI. Fourth, the prescription for Bactrim was signed by my resident with little oversight, despite my status as a medical student. Finally, underlying these failures were both the culture of my team, which emphasized efficiency over safety, and our workflow, which at times was overwhelming.

Next, I went to see Ms. SR. I began by asking her what her understanding was of how she became ill. I made it clear that her suffering was because of a mistake I had made and apologized. After a period of silence, she asked, “What now?” “Now we are going to get you better again.” She replied, “Okay doctor, tell me what I need to do.” I have never felt closer to a patient than I did at that moment.

Afterwards, I took small steps to decrease the chances this would ever happen to Ms. SR again. I updated the allergies section of her chart and discussed with Ms. SR the significance of her sulfa allergy. And finally, I discussed the case and my safety concerns with the medical team.

This experience taught me that responding constructively to an adverse event can be learned. While I initially felt overwhelmed by the situation, I was more prepared than I thought. Before I even saw my first patient, I had taken a ten-hour elective course in patient safety. The course had preprogrammed me to seek disclosure, and as a result I never once questioned telling Ms. SR the complete story. It also taught me how to disclose an adverse event, which helped me through what was a difficult conversation. Finally, the training gave me the right lens, so to speak, through which I understood how the event unfolded. Without it, I may have simply dismissed the errors as inevitabilities instead of addressing them as preventable harm.

If only anecdotal, this case suggests the importance of patient safety training in medical school curricula. In medicine, we often focus on learning the science of medicine and leave the art to chance; in the case of addressing an adverse event, I think there is science in the art, one that can and should be learned.
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